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Abstract
We are investigating unsupervised phone modeling. This
paper describes a derivation method of VQ codebook se-
quences of variable length segments from spoken word
samples, and also describes evaluation results by ap-
plying the method to mixed-lingual speech recognition
tasks which include non-native speakers. The VQ code-
book is generated based on a piecewise linear segmen-
tation method which includes segmentation, alignment,
reduction and clustering processes. Derived codebook
sequences are evaluated by speaker independent recog-
nition of a word set which is a mixture of English and
Japanese word. Speech samples are uttered by both En-
glish and Japanese native speakers. The recognition rates
of mixed-lingual 618 words by using a codebook consist
of 128 codes are 89.7% for English native speakers and
79.4% for Japanese native speakers in average .

1. Introduction

The ultimate goal of this work is to develop a ro-
bust and efficient speech processing method. Recent
progress of stochastic speech recognition systems based
on HMMs and statistic language models achieve prac-
tical recognition performance for formally uttered typ-
ical speeches. But robustness to varieties of speak-
ers, for example non-native speakers, still remains as a
hot issue. Our studies deal with mixed-lingual speech
recognition which includes non-native speakers. The ap-
proach is to utilize a language independent coding system
based on intermediate phonetic codes[4][5]. The codes
have intermediate preciseness between frame based VQ
codes and orthographic or phonetic units. The advan-
tages of incorporating intermediate codes are efficiency
in matching process and effective adaptation to varia-
tion of utterances. Related researches focusing on unsu-
pervised derivation of variable length sub-phonetic seg-
ments are for example:[1] [2][3], and focusing on mixed-
lingual or multi-lingual speech processing are for exam-
ple: [6][7][8][9]. Other researches trying to utilize uni-
versal common phonetic codes are for example: [10][11].
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2. Generation of Codebook

ods of generating intermediate codes can be catego-
as follows: top-down, bottom-up and bi-directional.
op-down method generates codes by breaking down
conventional phonetic unit into more precise inter-
ate codes. Bottom-up method generates codes in-
vely from samples. This paper mainly describes
ottom-up method. This method is motivated by the
that a human infant seems able to achieve robust
h recognition by acquiring knowledge of his/her na-
honological system properly, compared with HMM
speech recognizers. The task is to form sub pho-

units from spoken word samples without using any
criptions except for the identification of each word
exicon[12]. Bi-directional method which integrates
forementioned two methods is available to map the
s into conventional phonetic units.

3. Variable Length Segmentation

se VQ codebook sequences of variable length seg-
s as intermediate codebook sequences. In order to
ement the bottom-up generation method, we adopt
piecewise linear segment lattice (PLSL)” model as
mework for codes representation[13]. A spoken
sample is modeled by dividing it into several seg-

s, each of which is represented as regression co-
ents of feature vectors within the segment, that is,
k = 1, .., K), bk(k = 1, .., K)} in the following
tion.

ŷk(t) = ak(i, j)(x(t) − x(t)) + bk(i, j)

where ŷk(t) is the least square estimation of
k-th component of feature vector y(t) at the
t-th frame, x(t) = S · t (S is a constant), and
x(t) is a mean value of x(t).

eature vectors used in experiments consist of 12 cep-
coefficients and a log-power, at 5ms intervals.
n initial word model of PLSL is obtained by

ling the models of the samples which are belong to



the same word (Fig.1(a)). The lattice of a word model
is then transformed to be a more phone-like structure by
matching and aligning between the sequences of the seg-
ments.

The optimum segmentation of each sample which
minimize the total distortion within the sample can be ef-
ficiently calculated using a dynamic programming (DP)
algorithm, if the number of division is fixed. The op-
timum division into N segments is calculated with the
following recurrent formulas as g(N, J) where J is the
length of a sample by frames.

g(1, j) = d(1, j)
g(n, j) = min

i
[g(n − 1, i) + d(i, j)] (if n > 1)

The distortion within a segment from the i-th frame
to the j-th frame in a sample is defined as follows:

d(i, j) =
1
K

j∑

t=i

K∑

k=1

(yk(t) − ŷk(t))2

The proper number of divisions is determined as the
number N which minimize the following criteria. As-
suming distributions of residual vectors y(t) − ŷ(t) as a
uniform normal distribution of variance Σ, the AIC (An
information Criterion) and MDL (Minimum Description
Length) are described as follows:

lAIC =
1

2|Σ|g(N, T ) + K · N

lMDL =
1

2|Σ|g(N, T ) + K · N · logT

(Items independent from division are omit-
ted.)

We modify these criteria as follows so that the number
of division can be controlled arbitrary with the parameter
α. (β is determined as the values LAIC and LMDL to be
approximately equivalent.)

LAIC = g(N, T ) + α · N (1)

LMDL = g(N, T ) + α · N · β · logT (2)

The matching score (distance) of a speech sample
with a PLSL is defined as the total distortion of the sam-
ple with a sequence of segments within the PLSL by
searching for the optimum division of the sample. This
can also be efficiently calculated using DP.

The PLSL model has an ability to represent objects
in arbitrary precision. Compared with typical stochastic
models, PLSL has the following advantages:

1) model parameters can be stably estimated
with less samples,
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2) its structure can be dynamically changed
with less calculation.

3) hierarchical structure of different pre-
cision can be consistently integrated
within a lattice.

ese computational characteristics are crucial points
rive phone-like structures.

4. Derivation Process of Codebook
Sequences

Segmentation of Samples

of all, each training sample is segmented into a se-
ce of piecewise linear segments by using the method
ibed in the previous section. By using a set of se-
ces of segments from each word as a multi-template
l, an unstructured initial model is generated as is
n in Fig.1(a). Each sample in a test set is recog-
by matching it with these sequences of segments
the DP beam search.

Alignment

the above models are unstructured and also the
eters of each model too much depends on each
er, we attempt to organize phonetic structures by

ing the segments in each word model in the next
One sequence selected from the training set is used
reference pattern of each word model. All the other
les of that word in the training set are segmented by
ing them to the reference pattern. The number of
ents, thus become the same for each word according
e initial segmentation of the reference pattern, as is
n in Fig.1(b).

Reduction

e next step, all the segments aligned at the same po-
in the model (b) are bundled and reduced into a sin-
gment. Reduction is performed by calculating mean
r of the segments aligned at the same position, and
a single sequence of the segments is derived from
aligned model. Consequently, as same number of

ences as initial models are generated by changing the
ence pattern of aligned models for each word, as is
n in Fig.1(b) and Fig.1(c).

Iteration

der to maximize the fitness of the models, an itera-
rocess as same as a maximum likelihood segmenta-

process is incorporated. Following to the reduction
ss, alignment process is performed by using each

ence of the reduced model as a reference pattern.
, the aligned models are reduced again by calculat-
ean vectors of the segments in the same position.



4.5. Clustering into Codes

Intermediate phonetic codes are generated by clustering
all the segments in all of the word models. The matching
score of the input pattern with the clustered models is
calculated by using the centroid values of the codes which
correspond to the segments.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Japanese Word Recognition

We have examined this model by applying it to speaker
independent isolated word recognition tasks in order to
evaluate this approach. At first we examined feasibility
of the method by using Japanese word sets of 492 words
and 1542 words. Each word samples are uttered once by
10 Japanese male speakers. The model is trained with
the samples from 9 speakers, and tested with the samples
from the other one speaker.

In this 1542 words corpus, the average number of ini-
tial segments per sample is 14.11, and the average length
of a segment is 78.3ms using the AIC based criterion.
By using the MDL based criterion, they are 14.13 and
78.2ms, accordingly.

By applying the iteration process, the recognition
rates increase and saturate as is shown in Table 1.

The recognition results by using the models (a), (b),
(c) and (c 2), and the results by applying clustering to
each of them are shown in Table 2. ((c 2) stands for the
models generated after 2 iteration process.) All of the
models are AIC based in this experiment, .

These results show that the multi-template model of
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mber of iterations 0 1 2
cognition Rates AIC based 94.1 98.2 98.4
492 words(%) MDL based 93.9 94.1 94.7

1: Recognition results by applying iteration process

ber of Codes 64 128 256 512 ∞
ognition (a) 71.8 81.1 82.9 83.3 84.2
es (%) (b) 68.3 79.3 80.3 83.3 80.7
92 (c) 89.6 94.3 93.7 96.1 94.1
ds (c 2) 90.7 94.1 96.5 96.5 98.4

2 words (c) — 85.2 89.6 90.8 91.5

2: Recognition results by clustering all of the seg-
s in all the models. (∞: without clustering)

ed models (c) is more robust to reduction of the
book size by clustering, compared with the rudi-
ary models like (a) and (b), and that the (c) model
s sufficient recognition rate by reducing the number
des into 128.

English and Japanese Mixed Word Recognition

lso examined the method with a word set which is
ture of English and Japanese words. The word set

ist of 311 English word of station names in Britain
07 Japanese words of company names in Japan.
ach word sample is uttered once by 7 English native
(a) Initial
      multi−template
      model

(c) Reduced Model(b) Aligned Model

Alignment

Reduction

Iteration
reference pattern

Segmentation

piecewise linear
segment lattice
(word model)

(mean vector)

Figure 1: Derivation process of variable length segments.



speakers and 7 Japanese native speakers. So, this corpus
includes non-native speech. The model is trained with the
samples from 12 speakers, and tested with the samples
from the other two speakers.

Two kinds of methods in the alignment process are
compared: “Common Alignment” and “Separate Align-
ment.” In the former, the alignment is performed with-
out distinguishing English native samples and Japanese
native samples. In the latter, the alignment is performed
separately for English native samples and Japanese native
samples.

In this experiment, samples from English native
speakers and Japanese native speakers are recognized by
the (c) model. The recognition rates, which are sepa-
rately calculated for English word and Japanese word, are
shown in Table 3.

Lan- Native Number of Codes without
guage 64 128 256 512 Clustering

Common Alignment
Ew En 81.4 83.6 86.5 88.4 89.1

Jn 62.1 70.7 76.2 73.3 71.1
Jw En 91.9 95.8 95.1 94.1 91.2

Jn 89.9 88.3 86.0 86.3 81.4

Separate Alignment
Ew En 81.0 84.2 88.4 88.1 90.7

Jn 49.5 56.6 60.1 61.1 59.8
Jw En 92.2 96.1 95.1 95.4 92.2

Jn 64.5 63.8 61.9 64.2 76.9

Table 3: Mixed-lingual recognition results ([%],
Ew:English word, Jw: Japanese word , En: English native
speaker, Jn: Japanese native speaker)

The results show that this model also keeps sufficient
recognition rate by reducing the number of codes into
128 even though including non-native speech. The recog-
nition rates of 618 words in average using 128 codes
from common alignment model are 89.7% for English
native speakers and 79.4% for Japanese native speakers.
The two kinds of alignment methods are approximately
equivalent in this experiment. Compared with the recog-
nition rates of Japanese words uttered by English native
speakers, the rates of English words uttered by Japanese
speakers are significantly lower. This suggests that En-
glish word samples uttered by Japanese native speakers
are widely distributed.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper has described a bottom-up method to derive
intermediate codes based on VQ codebook sequences of
variable length sub-phonetic segments, and also reported
experimental results of mixed-lingual speech recogni-
tion to evaluate the models. The results show that this
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l keeps sufficient recognition rate by reducing the
er of codes into 128 even though the target sam-
including non-native speech. As another project,
ave started to apply the intermediate codebook mod-

speech data retrieval system[14]. For future work,
y to improve the method by constructing phoneti-
structured by extracting chunks from the sequence
des[15], and by integrating top-down and bottom-up
ods.
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